FRAN 336: Introduction to Quebec Cinema (1.5 units) Spring 2022

Description
Fran 336 is an introduction to Quebec cinema. Starting with the “Revolution Tranquille”, we will examine the main events and cultural trends that have defined Quebec society, as reflected in film. Using documentary and fictional films dating from 1974 onward, we follow Quebec history, culture, politics and religious trends from its beginnings in the 17th century through the 21st century. In these films, the images crafted by the filmmakers, their portrayals of the people and Quebec and their habits, of their creativity and challenges all combine to sketch ever changing configurations of coalescing or conflicting identities in “La Belle Province”. The course is taught in English, open to senior undergraduate and graduate students. All films include English subtitles. Some knowledge of French is recommended. No December exam is scheduled in this course.

Manuel || e-book
Lecture à déterminer. Les ressources du cours seront mises en ligne et accessibles à l’étudiant.e sur BrightSpace.

Enseignant
Sada Niang sniang@uvic.ca
Heure de bureau: Mardi 14:30-15:30
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